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Per the Eclipse Foundation Development Process, an Eclipse open source project must engage in a release review before issuing any release (even a pre-1.0 "incubation" release). Note that, following a successful release review, a project can release as many times as they need for an entire year.

Background
- discover areas of potential improvement
- Demonstrate that this project operated in an open and transparent manner
- Ensuring that the development process and intellectual due diligence processes have been followed

Time
- Review runs for a week
- The review process must be initiated at least two weeks in advance of the anticipated review date

Release Records
Release records are used to capture a project plan. All project leads and committers can use the Create a new release command on their project page in the Project Management Interface (PMI) to create a new release record.

Source: https://www.eclipse.org/projects/handbook/#release-review
Release reviews require **review documentation** and an **intellectual property (IP) log check**

**Review Documentation:**
- Follow [checklist](#)
- 2-3 sentences what this release is about

**IP log check**
- Usage of [IP log generator](#). The generator collects information from CQs, commits in the repo, information from database.

→ Material should be reviewed by PMC, project lead or committer.
→ Project lead or a designated committer can Schedule a review for this release